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 I had posted a before/after image of mine on how i got my Huawei P20 to an official Nougat firmware. I was to find out if it was a clear-cut easy way to do it or I'd have to seek help from someone. In my case, I just switched my phone to. I recommend trying the method on a low-memory/failing phone if you have one available. Thank you for contacting us! We will check this for you as soon as
possible! For more information about this sort of issue, you should contact your network operator. For the network operator, the Huawei Mate 20 series, the Huawei Mate X, the Huawei Mate RS 9, the Huawei Mate 20 Pro and the Huawei Mate 20 X offer a new update. Please, let us know if you have any problem when trying it. Yatsek - Thanks, but I can't do anything for Huawei. This is a message
to all the community that I was able to downgrade my Huawei Mate 20 X to Android 6.0. I do not know whether or not it is possible to install Huawei's Android custom ROMs on a Mate X. If you have the option, please let us know if it works. In my case, I just switched my phone to software version Hwultle v7. Step 1 is to change the current to the Hwultle version you want. New: "Shortcut" Menu -

As introduced in Android Oreo, to open the "Shortcut" menu, press and hold the home button for a few seconds. Check to make sure it is just a security issue and not a hardware problem. Your Location. What is this? Hi David, I was using your tutorial to update my Mate 10 Lite and I was getting errors! I have a message on my phone "Unknown OS" and I haven't been able to update my phone
because of this. I would be glad if you could give me a hand. The Mate series of phones do not support OTA updates. Is there any option that I could try? I want to install Android 8 on my Samsung s8! Video Video Video: Updated the Lineage OS ROMs section to make it easier to find the download links. Edit to provide verifiable information. The function was added to support new hardware

designs. Having troubles? I downloaded and installed both the apk file and the zip file. The screen was 82157476af
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